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Abstract Continued:

24 hours preceding this period, then it turns sharply southward just as SCATHA begins the ascending
leg in question, and remains southward until the satellite crosses L=7.2RE. The other two components
of the IMF indicate a sector change just after this period. The solar wind velocity decreases at a slow
rate before and during this period, while the solar wind ion density is steadily increasing. The AE index,
after over 24 hours at very quiet levels, increases rapidly to 360 while the IMF B, is-southward, then
recovers after Bz reverses to the north. - For magnetic field decompression,, such as that observed here,
the theory based on conservation of the adiabatic invariants predicts deceleration of equatorially
mirroring particles, causing reduction in the fluxes observed at a given energy similar to those seen in
the early phase of this event. Therefore one should consider such adiabatic responses to magnetic field
varirtions, along with qnilrces and sinks, - nr,-_ !ing variations in magnetospherically tmpped particle
tluxes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Observations of high energy trapped radiation belt particles at fixed energies, pitch
angles, and locations reveal frequent, large variations in number flux (order of mag-
nitude). During storms, significant enhancements of particle populations are often
seen which may be associated with injections of new particles into the radiation
belts [Williams, Arens, and Lanzerotti, 1968; Paulikas and Blake, 1970]. During
geomagnetically quiet times, on the other hand, these populations are observed to
slowly decay due to loss processes such as pitch angle diffusion and interaction with
the atmosphere [Schultz and Lanzerotti, 1974; Roberts, 1969; Walt, 1966]. Another
cause of observed variations at fixed energy, pitch angle, and location is the adi-
abatic response of particles already trapped in the radiation belts to variations in
the magnetic field [Soraas, and Davis, 1968]. In this process particles don't actually
leave or enter the radiation belts, but simply change their observable parameters,
such as energy, so that their adiabatic invariants are conserved. This changes the
identity and number of particles seen in a given energy channel at a given location
and position.

Therefore, in the analysis of the dynamics of magnetospherically trapped particle
distributions it is necessary to distinguish variations caused by true injections into,
and depletions from, the radiation belts, from variations caused by responses of
the resident particles to variations in the magnetic field. If the field is sufficiently
slowly varying, these responses are determined by the conservation of the three
adiabatic invariants. The adiabatic invariants, and the equations representing their
conservation, depend on specification of a time-varying magnetic field. From this it
follows that the adiabatic behavior of a class of trapped particles could be used as
a monitor to classify magnetic field variations. The uniqueness of the classification
remains an open question.

This report describes part of an effort to develop new techniques for the analysis
of in-situ radiation belt particle data and the remote sensing of time varying mag-
netic fields. These techniques would utilize ordered relationships between magnetic
field and particle data, arising in part from adiabatic motions of the particles in
time-varying fields, to deduce global magnetic field variations from locally sensed
particle variations. Real-time applications of the techniques would require accurate,
but practically applicable techniques for ordering the particle data by magnetic field
variations. An approach is described for calculating adiabatic invariants and de-
riving changes in the particle distribution functions, under the condition that the
adiabatic invariants are conserved in the presence of a simple time-varying model
magnetic field. This approach uses first order perturbation theory developed by
Pennington [1961] and Stern [1965, 1968] for distorted dipole fields. The method
derives its efficiency from the use of analytic expressions for magnetic field lines
to eliminate the requirement of tracing. This method is applied here to a time-
dependent model similar in mathematical form to the Mead [1964] model, but with
parameters adjusted to fit magnetometer observations, rather than determined as

(Received for publication 7 November 1989)
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specified by Mead to represent magnetopause effects only. As suggested by Luh-
mann and Schulz [1979], this adjustment permits one to account in an approximate
way for the effects of other external sources.

A two day period of SCATHA magnetometer and particle observations has been
chosen for this study. The first day is exceptionally quiet, thus serving as a baseline
for quiet magnetic field and particle distribution models. Using a quiet magnetic
field model and the measured particle distributions along the SCATHA orbit, and
assuming conservation of the adiabatic invariants, the quiet time particle distribu-
tion functions can be extrapolated to a larger annulus in the equatorial plane. On
the second day, a moderately disturbed day, a time-varying magnetic field model
is constructed from the magnetometer data. The disturbed magnetic field model
together with the quiet day particle distributions and magnetic field model are
used, assuming conservation of the adiabatic invariants, to calculate the particle
distribution functions for the second day. Comparisons with the observed particle
distribution functions for the second day indicate that much of the variations can
be attributed to adiabatic response to the magnetic decompression that occurred.
Pronounced butterfly distributions observed in the midnight sector concurrent with
this decompression are in agreement with the adiabatic calculations. This result
suggests that particles might be used as remote sensors of long-term global mag-
netic field variations. If we can identify classes of particles, by species and energy
range, which are found to behave predominantly adiabatically, we can turn the
above process around and use their variations to infer global changes in the mag-
netic field. This would be an important aid in real-time analysis if standard global
indices, such as solar wind parameters, are not available.

Previous authors [Soraas and Davis, 1968; Lyons and Williams, 1976; Lyons, 1977;
Lin, Parks, and lVinckler, 1976; Kaye, Lin, Parks, and Winckler, 1978] have also
studied adiabatic variations, and obtained similar results. Their work considered
only the conservation of the first two adiabatic invariants, or the conservation of all
three in an azimuthally symmetric field. These limitations are valid for magnetic
field changes on time scales small compared to the particle drift periods, or for small
radial distances such that the magnetic field asymmetry caa be ncglccte i. On- or
both of these conditions was satisfied in the cases discussed by these authors. Our
effort considers slow time variations of an azimuthally-varying field, and therefore
requires incorporation of conservation of the third adiabatic invariant in a non-
trivial way. This is necessary to adequately include time variations in the drift
shell splitting, which are expected to have an increasing impact on pitch angle
distributions with increasing distances.

2. PROCEDURE

In the guiding center approximation, the motion of a magnetospherically trapped
particle is resolved into the gyration of the particle about a guiding center, the
bounce motion of the guiding center along field lines, and the azimuthal drift motion
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of the guiding center across field lines. This approximation is valid so long as the
gyration period is much snidler than the bounce period, which in turn is much
smaller than the drift period [Schulz arid Lanzerotti, 197-1]. Associated with each of
the three motions is an action integral that is approximately conserved provided the
forces on the particlo do not vary appreciably over a single cycle of the motion. These
action integrals are collectively referred to a- the adiabatic invariants. The first
adiabatic invariant, associated with the gyration of the particle about its guiding
center, is proportional to its magnetic moment,

p2 sin 2 QI

2mB

where p is the particle's iomiientui, ( is the pitch angle, (tile angle between the
momentum vector and the magnetic field vector), in is the particle's re.,t mass, and
B is the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity. From the conservation of 1,, we
can infer that the particle bounces along tile field line between two points, called
mirror points, which satisfy

sin B  B (2)

where B and ai are tile initial magnetic field intensity magnitude and pitch angle.
The second adiabatic invariant,

J1=)I f 1-- 1-d1 , (3)

where the integration is along the field line between the two mirror points, allows
us to define the drift shell of the particle as that which contains the set of field lines
possessing the points with specified B, and I.

We thus see that in a stationary field we may determine, from a particle's initial
position, momentum (or energy), and pitch angle, its first two adiabatic invariants,
from which we can in turn determine the trajectory uf its guiding center. From
Liouville's Theorem, that the distribution function of the particles is conserved
over a trajectory, it follows that when we measure the distribution function of a
set of particles at a given point, we are also measuring the distribution function at
other points in the same particle trajectory. Thus, for example, we learn something
about the distribution function at local noon on the equator, even though we are
actually observing directly somewhere else. In this way we may suimnarize the
data collected in one orbital pass by a satellite such a SCATItA vwitIh a di.tribution
function at the equator at local noon, as was done by Luhniann and Schulz [1979]
for the ATS-1 satellite. From this noon equatorial distribution function we may
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then calculate distribution functions for the observed particles at all points on their
trajectories, not just at points on the satellite's orbit.

For time-varying fields, the above statements are no longer all valid. However, for
fields varying slowly on the time scale of one drift period, we may invoke conser-
vation of the third adiabatic invariant, which is proportional to the magnetic flux
enclosed by the drift orbit. Then the particle drift orbits may be thought of as
slowly varying in time so as to conserve all three adiabatic invariants. This requires
time variations in p, Bin, and I, but Liouville's Theorem remains intact. Then, if
we have obtained the local noon equatorial distribution functions for a magneti-
cally stationary period, as described above, we can also calculate them for the same
particles for the time varying field, albeit that the particles will possess different
energies and trajectories. Working backwards, we can calculate distribution func-
tions at specified positions, energies, and pitch angles in a time varying field from
the distribution functions at equivalent noon equatorial energies, pitch angles and
positions in the stationary field.

In this report, we therefore test the adiabatic theory by first deriving, for a station-
ary magnetic field, the equatorial noon distribution functions for ions and electrons
observed in one orbital pass by the SCATHA satellite. The magnetometer readings
during this pass are used to derive a reference Mead-type field, which is used to
derive the particle drift shells according to the Pennington-Stern equations. Then
for particles observed in a subsequent disturbed field, we transform the energies,
pitch angles, and positions to equivalent noon equatorial variables in the reference
field, assuming conservation of the three adiabatic invariants. The disturbed field
is defined by time-varying Mead parameters derived from the magnetometer data.
Given the distribution functions for the equivalent variables in the reference field,
the distribution functions for the observed variables in the disturbed field are de-
rived via Liouville's Theorem. These are then compared directly with the observed
distribution functions.

2.1 The Magnetic Field Model

The geosynchronous region, r ; 6.6RE (where RE is one Earth radius), may often
be considered a current-free region. During magnetically quiet periods, the ring
current exerts negligible influence on the radiation belts [Schulz and Lanzerotti,
1974]; storm-time enhancements seem to be confined primarily to the interior [Frank,
1967], except during particle injections in the initial phase of a storm [Lui, et. al.,
1987]. Magnetopause currents are, of course, located well to the exterior, as are
most of the tail currents, although the Tsyganenko-Usmanov [1982] model indicates
storm-time penetration of the inner edge of the tail current system to within 5RE.

In a current-free region, the magnetic field may be written as

B = -VV, (4)
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where, since B is divergence-less, the potential Vm is a solution of Laplace's equa-
tion, with the general form [Chapman and Bartels, 1940]:

ncosmA + hsinmA)
n=1 m=O

N' n

+ Z r'P,+ (cs)(.' osmt+Th'sin mt), (5)
n=1 m=0

where

r = radial distance, in RE,

P, = Associated Legendre Functions, Schmidt normalized [Chap-

man and Bartels, 1940],

0 = geomagnetic colatitude,

A = geomagnetic longitude,

t = geomagnetic local time (midnight = 00).

The first summation contains the contributions due to sources radially interior to
the point in question. These include the earth's interior core, which is responsible for
what is commonly called the "main" field, and the ring current, if it is sufficiently

compressed. Although this portion is usually written in geographic coordinates,
we express it here in geomagnetic coordinates (z axis parallel to the dipole) for

convenience to the application to be discussed in this paper.

The second summation includes contributions from sources radially exterior to the
point in question. These would include the magnetopause and tail currents.

The simplest form of this potential incorporating basic features of the outer radia-
tion belt field is:

Vm -BcosO - Bjrcos0 + B2r 2 sinOcosOcos(t - ) (6)

where:

Bo = _g0,

S= -,



B2  1 3[(92 +

- 1
cos4 =

sin = rV B -

The first term is, of course, the geomagnetic dipole term. The other two terms
are the first two exterior terms for a field symmetric about the dipole equator,
with a local time variation symmetric about the 0 meridian. For 0 = 0 (fiel 1

symmetric about the noon-midnight meridian), this was the form justifiably chosen
by Mead [1964] for representation of the contribution of magnetopause currents to
the geomagnetic field. By adjustment of the parameters B1 , B2 , and 0, in response
to observations, we hope to realistically simulate effects of the other important
magnetospheric current systems.

The model might of course be improved by the use of additional terms. For instance,
exterior terms with (n + m + 1) odd could be added for a field not symmetric about
the dipole equator, as is the case when the dipole tilt is non-zero. As mentioned
previously, additional interior terms could be used to simulate the effects of a spa-
tially compressed ring current. The Pennington-Stern formulation, described below
for the adiabatic motions of the trapped particles, easily accommodates such gen-
eralizations, whereas there is no easy analytical procedure available for the familiar
magnetospheric models such as the Tsyganenko-Usmanov [1982] and Olson-Pfitzer
[1974, 1977 models.

In the equatorial plane the deviation of our simple rre )del from a dipole field is:

AB = B1 - B 2rcos(t - 0). (7)

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of AB along the earth-sun line, under geomagnetically
quiet conditions, for a characteristic version of our model, the Tsyganenko-Usmanov
[1982] model, and the original Mead [1964] model. The parameters chosen for our
model (the adjusted Mead model) are:

B1 = - OnT,

B 2 = 3.4nT,

= 0.
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Figure 1. The Original Mead model (stand-off distance = 10RE); the 1p = 0+
Tsyganenko- Usmanov model for 20 April 1979, 1200 UT; and an adjusted Mead
model with B, = -lOnT and B 2 = 3.4nT, are used to calculate the variation from
the dipole field, AB, which is plotted as a function of distance (in RE) from the
Earth along the Earth-Sun line (positive values toward the Sun).
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The Tsyganenko-Usmanov model is plotted for conditions corresponding to 20 April
1979, 1200 UT,Kp = 0+. The original Mead model is for 10RE noon magnetopause
stand-off distance. We see that the adjusted simple model roughly simulates the
variation of the more dynamic Tsyganenko-Usmanov model, but that it lacks the
near-earth detailed structure of the ring current, and the proper asymptotic behav-
ior at large distances on the night-side.

2.2 Pennington-Stern Equations

The Pennington-Stern equation for the equatorial crossing of a drift shell in a Mead
field, such as the one just described, is

BL ( B 2 L 4 cos[t - ]r= L(1 -E 1 - - 2  ), (8)

O Bo

where

L = Mcflwain [1961] parameter at the mirror points;

C2 = -xa.

The Z are the same as the a4 defined by Pennington [1961] except that (-n) is
replaced in all equations by (n + 1) (see Stern [1968]). This reflects the fact that
Pennington's original development was for the internal multipoles of the field, which
contain terms in r - - , while the present development involves external multipoles,
containing rn. These coefficients depend explicitly on the effective dipole mirror
point colatitude 0m, which is related to the equatorial pitch angle ae by

sin 3 om
sinFe = (1 3cos 2 0 ,) 1/ 4  (9)

The L value is obtained by solving the drift shell equation to first order in the Mead
perturbation parameters B, and B 2 [Stern, 19651:

E1B, r3  E2 B2 r 4 cos[t -]L = r( + + e(10)
Bo Bo

The first and second invariants are, from Eqs. (1) and (3):

p
2

2mBm
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J = 2pl

where p is the particle momentum, B,, is the magnetic field value at the particle's
mirror points, and I is the familiar longitudinal invariant integral between the mirror
points. Schulz and Lanzerotti [1974], p. 17-20, give approximate expresions for I,
given Bm and L (these are valid for any field, not just dipole):

I = LY =L{2(1 - y)T(O) + [T(O) - T(1)](yln y + 2y - 2y 1 / 2 )}, (11)

where

BM0

T(0) = 1.3802;

T(1) = 0.7405.

The third invariant, to first order in the Mead perturbation parameters, is computed
as:

F 27rBo )[ 1 + (Ec - 1/2B 1 L3  (12)
L B0

2.3 Determination of Reference Drift Orbits

The three adiabatic invariant conditions are solved to determine the L values,
mirror-point magnetic inductions, and momenta in the refernce magnetic field, given
these values for the disturbed field. The L values are determined first by linearizing
the third invariant in L:

-AF
AL =(6F/L)' (13)

where AL is the change in L (reference-disturbed), AF is the corresponding change
in F, for fixed L, and the partial of F with respect to L (in the parentheses) is
taken in a fixed dipole field (neglecting the Mead perturbations):

9



6F _27'B0W 
(14)bL L2

This forms an initial guess for a Newton-Raphson procedure to obtain the exact
solution accounting for the nonlinearity of the third adiabatic invariant in L.

The conditions for the first two adiabatic invariants are then solved for the momenta
p and mirror-point magnetic inductions Bm in the reference field, after substitution
of the L values just obtained for the reference field. These equations reduce to:

vrHnI(L, B,) = constant. (15)

This is solved for B, by the Newton-Raphson method, using as the initial guess:

Bd P
B, Ld (16)

where the subscript d designates the disturbed field. The particle momentum (and
thus energy) is then easily obtained by substitution of the resulting solution for Bm
into the equation for the first adiabatic invariant.

2.4 Noon Parameters

The noon equatorial crossing is computed directly from the Pennington-Stern drift
shell equation, substituting t = 7r, and using the reference value of L. The reference
Mead induction 11, at this equator crossing is then computed, and used to define
the equatorial L value in the reference field:

L,= Bo) 1 /3  (17)
Be

For the equatorially mirroring particles this would be exactly equal to L if the
method were exact. The difference

AL = L - Le, (18)

for the equatorially mirroring particles, is added to L, for the particles for all pitch
angles, as a sort of "second order" correction. For the low-latitude mirroring parti-
cles, this correction is probably very accurate-indeed for the equatorially mirroring
particles it is exact. For the high-latitude particles (low pitch angles), a comparison
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of the perturbation method with numerical tracing calculations indicates that the
error in this correction never exceeds 0.05RE at noon for the reference model used
in this report. The revised Le value then determines a revised Be value:

B (19)

e

from which the equatorial pitch angle in the reference field is computed as:

, sin - 1 B (20)

If the argument of the inverse sine exceeds one, as may result due to the approxi-
mations made, it is set to one to avoid an undefined condition. This difficulty only
occurs for particles mirroring near the equator, but not, however, for particles mir-
roring exactly on the equator, since these maintain their precisely 90 pitch angles.
The L, correction procedure described above alleviates this situation somewhat,
since the equatorial crossing fields Be of the low-latitude mirroring particles are
more accurately determined.

2.5 Quiet Modelling

The SCATIIA magnetometer and particle data for a quiet day are analyzed to
provide two inputs required for the prediction of the disturbed particle distributions:
the reference magnetic field and particle models.

The reference magnetic field is determined by fitting the magnetoineter data for
a quiet day (one full SCATIA orbit) to a Mead-type (three parameter) model as
specified above. We emphasize that this resulting model therefore is not identical
to the original Mead model, which incorporates only magnetopause surface currents
to augment the central dipole; rather, as suggested by Luhmann and Schulz [1979],
the fit attempts to empirically simulate the real effects of ring and surface currents
as well. In contrast to those authors, we have used all the data for a quiet day,
rather than just the local noon and midnight magnetometer readings, and we have
allowed the local time symmetry axis to differ from the traditionally asssiuied noon-
mid night meridian. Other anuthiors [Cummings, Coleman, and Sisco(, 1971; Pfilzcr,
Lezniak, and Ilimcklcr, 1969] have observed such a rotation.

ThIe reference (quiet time) particle model, wiich is used as all iniiput it, predictinig
tie distilrbed period particle observations, must describe the particle distribiutioiis
at all local times and throughout the L range covered by SCATIIA, yet it must be
developed from a single SCATIIA orbit (i. e., a limited combination of local timie
and L). To do this, we follow tile method of Luhimann and Schulz [19791, mapping
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the particle distributions from the points of observations to local noon, assuming the
conservation of adiabatic invariants and the magnetic field model described above.
Then at local noon we attempt to fit the mapped observations to the product of
two functions: one representing the L dependence of the particles with 900 pitch
angles and the other an L-dependent pitch angle distribution. At local noon, we
have (for energy E)

F(,, Le, E) = f(ae, Le, E)g(Le, E), (21)

where g is the distribution of the 90' particles and f is the pitch angle distribution,
normalized to unity at 90'. The function g has been found to decrease exponen-
tially with L, (although piece-wise exponential fits were required for the electrons),
while f was described by a linear combination of the first two orthonormal basis
functions of Schulz and Boucher [1984, Eq. 14], which are eigenfunctions of a simple
pitch angle diffusion operator. It was found that the coefficients for the functional
dependence of f had to be made weakly dependent on L. to normalize the distri-
butions to unity at 90' and to reproduce the observed ratio F(45)/F(90). Given
this distribution at local noon, we can then map the particles to any point in the
observation space using the techniques described above.

2.6 Disturbed Magnetic Field Modelling

The magnetometer data for tlhe disturbed period are fit to the same Mead-type
model as the quiet-time data, except that the coefficients are now time-dependent,
and we fit them to piecewise continuous functions. The resulting magnetic model
is combined with the reference magnetic field and particle models described above
to predict the disturbed particle distributions that should be observed by SCATIA
from the adiabatic theory described previously.

2.7 Illustration

In the appendix we illustrate an application of this procedure to a group of test par-
ticles initially distributed uniformly in a circular ring 6.5 to 7.0 RE in a dipole field.
They are also uniformly distributed in a narrow energy range 300-400 keV, with a
normal pitch angle distribution (peaked at 90'). We see that, for a typically asym-
metric deformation of the field (more compressed on the day side, decompressed on
the night side), with an average overall decompression, the test particles with 90'
pitch angles undergo a substantial deceleration (loss of energy), and that butterfly
pitch angle distributions form at certain locations.

12



3. RESULTS

3.1 SCATHA Orbit and Instrumentation

The P78-2 SCATIIA satellite was launched on January 30, 1979. Seventy-two hours
after launch, the satellite was inserted into a 5.3RE x 7.8RE, low-inclination (7.90)
orbit with an easterly drift rate of about 5' per day. The satellite is spin stabilized
at approximately 1 rpm, with the spin axis of the satellite located in the orbital
plane of the satellite and normal to the earth-sun line. Because of the drift and
eccentricity of the orbit, the satellite passes through each altitude at varying local
times (LT).

Data from the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Rapid Scan Particle Detector and
the NASA Goddard magnetic field monitor are used in this analysis.

The Rapid Scan Particle Detector measures fluxes of electrons and ions in the energy
ranges from 100 eV to approximately 1 MeV, and from 100 eV to approximately
7 MeV, respectively. These energies are the central energies of tl), channels. A
complete spectrum is returned for the entire energy range in each 1 - s interval, but
the energy resolution is low (AE/E _ 1).

The instrument consists of two sets of detectors. One set is mounted with the
look direction oriented parallel to the spin axis, and the other set is mounted with
look direction perpendicular to the spin axis. Each set of detectors consists of two
cylindrical plate electrostatic analyzers (ESAs) with Spiraltron electron multipliers
and two silicon surface barrier solid-state detector telescopes.

The two low- and high-energy ESAs measure the electron and ion fluxes in four
contiguous channels that range from 100 eV to 1.7 keV and from 1.7 to 60 keV, re-
spectively. Both sets of ESAs also measure a background channel with zero voltage
on the deflection plate. The low-energy ESAs have geometric factors of approx-
imately 1 x lO- 4 cm 2sr for both ions and electrons. The high-energy ESAs have
geometric factors of 3 x lO-5 cm 2sr for electrons and 3 x 104cm 2sr for ions. Here
we use distributions only for particles with energy greater than 20 keV.

The solid-state spectrometers (SSSs) make both anticoincident and coincident mea-
surements. Here we use only the anticoincidence channels that measure particles
between 100 and 500 keV. The electron SSSs use a 0.1-mil aluminum foil to absorb
light and protons below approximately 250 keV and have a 300 - im-thick front de-
tector. The proton SSSs use a sweeping magnet to eliminate electrons below about
200 keV and have an approximately 6 - jrm-thick front detector with 120mg/cm2

of aluminum for a light shield. The front detectors, in anticoincidence with the rear
detectors, measure the particle fluxes over the energies to be studied. A full de-
scription of the instrument and its calibration can be found in the work of llanser,
et. al. [1979].
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The SCATHA magnetometer is a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer with the three
sensors mounted in a mutually orthogonal configuration. The magnetometer sensors
are located at the end of a 4-m boom. Each axis has a range of approximately
+500nT(lnT = 105G). Preflight calibration indicated that the absolute accuracy
of the measurement of the ambient magnetic field along any of the three axes was
better than lnT at a 1 - a confidence level. A calibration pulse built into the
instrument is used to check the sensitivity levels of all three axes on orbit.

Additional information on the satellite, its configuration and material composition,
and its instrumentation can be found in the work of Stevens and Vampola [1978].

3.2 SCATHA Data Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the 218 keV electron distribution functions vs L observed during the
ascending portion of the satellite's orbit on April 21, 1979 (Day 111) for 400 and
900 pitch angles, along with the observed and Olson and Pfitzer [1977] model quiet
magnetic field. The L value used for data presentation here, and in Figs. 4, 5, 8,
and 9, is the Mcllwain parameter at the position of the satellite, derived using the
Olson-Pfitzer [1977] model, since this model was included in the SCATIIA satellite
ephemeris. As the satellite crossed L = 6.2RE, there was a systematic weakening
of the plasma sheet magnetic field relative to the model field, signifying the start
of a magnetic disturbance. At approximately the same time (following a data gap),
there was a significant dropout of 90' pitch angle electrons, producing marked
butterfly distributions which characterized the sharply reduced electron fluxes out
to near apogee (L = 8RE). Similar effects were observed for ions at the beginning
of the April 21 disturbance, but the flux dropouts recovered somewhat, and the
pitch angle distributions returned to isotropic near L = 7.4RE (See ahead, Fig.
8). For the corresponding period on the previous day (the ascending portion of the
orbit), which provides our baseline quiet data, no such dropouts were observed and
the pitch angle distributions remained nearly isotropic over the period (See ahead,
Figs. 4 and 5).

Since the particle and field variations during the ascending portion of the SCATHA
orbit on 21 April 1979, are so smoothly varying and take place over a 6-hour period,
we choose them for the adiabatic modeling.

To model this period, we first analyzed the magnetic field observations for the
preceding quiet day. We found that a good fit (Fig. 3) to both the ascending and
descending legs of the orbit is given by the Mead model if:

B = -10nT

B2 = 2.5nT

= -3hr

14
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Figure 2. Top Panel: The model (Olson-Pfitzer 1977) and measured magnetic fields
v.. L during the ascending portion of the SCATI{A orbit, 21 April 1979; Bottom
panel: electron distribution function at 218keV, 40' and 90° pitch angles for the
same period,
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Figure 3. The magnetic field on 20 April 1979 observed by SCATHA (symbols)
and computed (solid line) using an adjusted Mead model with B, = -10nT, B 2 =
2.5nT, 0 = -3 hr.
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Note that it was necessary to assume a 3 hour westward rotation of tile azimuthal
symmetry plane in order to get agood fit to the data. Cummings, et. al., [1971] anld
Pfitzer, et. al. [1969], analyzing ATS-1 data, found rotations in the same direction,
but only re(quiring 1-2 hours. The size of the rotation is attributed to the neglect
of higher order inultipoles in the magnetic field model in the present study, coupled
with the larger radial range of the SCATIIA satellite. Thus the radial variation
of the neglected terms may be aliased into an apparent local time variation. The
symmetric perturbation is in good agreement with that found by Mead and Fairfield
[1975] for geomagnetically quiet periods. The difference between this result anld the
value for the original Mead [1964] model, for 10 RE rnagnetopauise distance (-257')
is probably due to ring and tail currents not included in the original Mead model.
Next we constructed quiet distribution functions in the form of Equation (21). For
each energy channel with energy greater than 20 keV, the 90' electron and ion
distribution function variations were modeled as functions of L,, the equatorial L
valtie comptuted from our model field.

Fig. -1 shows data and fits for the 275 keV ions for this period. The 90' ion
distributions at noon were fit to single decaying exponentials, reflecting typical
trapped ion characteristics in the outer radiation be]t. Iigh correlation coefficients
were found between Le and particle distributions for energies above 100 keV, with
low correlation coefficients below, in accordance with the conventional wisdom that
the magnetic field dominates control of the higher energy particles, that is, trapping
them, while tile lower energy particles are in fiuenced also by electric field.-. The i(lis
cha racteristicallv*v displaved a steep (lecay, as shown here. On the other lid, tithe 96'
electroll (listribiltiols were Inot as well fit to single exponentially Idec;yilig fillictiumls
(Fig. 5), since their variation over tile sairue range was ill ch less, andal the shlpe
may be iln filenced by the approach to the slot region betweeni the itinter arid outer
raliatiol belts.

Distribution functions mapped to noon were used to construct the weakly I- de-
pendent anisotropy indices (from the definition in Eq. (A2) of the Appendix) found
there. These are shown in Fig. 6 for the 275 keV ions and 218 keV electrons,
plotted vs. the noon equatorial Mcilwain L parameter obtained from our model,
rather than the L 1)araineter obtained from the Olson-I'fitzer model. Fig. 6 shows
that for thiQ ;)Is (triangles) the pitch angle dependence at noon is strongly peaked
at 90' for low L values, becoming more isotropic at laiger L, t hat is, aI)l)roaching
the magnetopatse. On the other hand, the electron distribution (circles) becckmues
more "normal" (peaked at 900) as L increases. In both cases the variation is simall.

Iaving constructed an L, a and energy dependent distribution function on the
noon axis for the quiet period, we proceeded to model the active period magnetic
field and to deduice the distributions that evolve when the adiabatic invariants are
con serve(d.
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured (symbols) and fit (solid lines) distribution func-
tion values on 20 April 1979 for 275 keV ions at 4Q0 and 900 equatorial pitch angles.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for 218 keV electrons.
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The magnetic field for the disturbed period (Fig. 7) was modeled in such a way that
the asymmetric contribution, defined by the parameters B 2 and € according to Eq.
(7), remained the same throughout. This contribution resulted in a more tail-like
field than for the previous quiet day, stretched on the night side, and compressed
on the day side. The symmetric contribution, as defined by B 1, was allowed to
vary with time, to simulate the rapid (approximately 2-hour) decompression found
in the data. The final field is thus decompressed and tail-like, relative to the field
used for the previous quiet day.

Fig. 8 gives the predicted values (solid lines) for the 275 keV ion distribution
function at 900 and 400 for the disturbed period, as well as the measured values,
both along the SCATILA orbit. The two show excellent agreement both before
and during the initial phase of the disturbance, up to L of 7 RE. Recall that at
this point the model field reached its most tail-like and decompressed configuration,
and is unchanging hereafter (Fig. 7). Beyond L = 7, the 40' pitch angle prediction
agreement continues through L approximately 8, but a 900 source at high L is
apparent. Fig. 9 is a similar plot for the 218 keV electrons. The agreement is not
nearly as good, although the butterfly distribution characterizing the disturbance is
reproduced as for the ions at the onset of the field variation. The electron dropout
is much greater than adiabatic variations predict during decompression, and may
indicate their greater interaction with waves. It is expected that the results would
be similar for other energies above 100 keV, but these have not been included due
to lack of resolution and reliable observation over a sufficiently large energy range.
More specifically, to calculate the distribution functions for a specific set of variables
in the disturbed field, it is necessary to have seen these particles, with a different
set of variables, in the reference field. For this particular exercise, we need to use
observations in the reference field at higher energies, up to a factor of 2 from those
for which we are predicting. The reliable upper limits for the SCATHA detector we
used were 335 keV for electrons and 1 MeV for the ions.

4. DISCUSSION

In this complex exercise, we have demonstrated that when relatively slow varia-
tions of the magnetospheric magnetic field occur, changing distribution functions,
calculated from the three adiabatic invariants in a relatively simple time-varying
magnetic field model, can be used to evaluate real particle sources and losses in the
geosynchronous regime. The method applies only to particles whose energies are
sufficiently high that electric field effects can be assumed negligible.

In the case treated here we found that, coincident with a factor of 2 decompression
in the magnetic field, we have observed a factor of 100 depletion of 900 equatorial
pitch angle high energy trapped electrons in the outer radiation belt and a factor of
10 depletion of 900 equatorial pitch angle high energy trapped ions. Substantially
smaller depletions were found for lower pitch angles, thus resulting in the appearance
of marked butterfly pitch angle distributions. The predicted adiabatic variations
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Figure 7. Adjusted Mead model magnetic field parameters for 21 April 1979.
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Figure 8. Comparison of SCATHA observations (symbols) of 275 keV ions on 21
April 1979 with predictions (solid lines) based on adiabatic variations from the
previous day.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, but for 218 keV electrons.
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are factor of 10 depletions of both 90' electrons and ions and relatively little changes
in the 400 particles. These variations are in very good agreement with those ob-
served for the ions, except for the observed increases at high L; in particular, the
butterfly pitch angle distribution is reproduced. Substantially greater losses are ob-
served for the electrons than predicted for the entire radial range covered during the
magnetic decompression, but, as for the ions, the butterfly pitch angle distribution
is reproduced.

Limitations of our procedure include the use of a very simple magnetic model. The
Mead mathematical form was chosen as a tradeoff between speed and accuracy. In
analyzing the large amount of data expected from a mission such as CRRES, a
computationally simple technique is essential. The Mead model did result in a pos-
sibly unrealistically large rotation of the azimuthal symmetry plane, which needs
to be examined against other quiet model predictions. The weakness of the model
is most significant at large radial distances, where both the adiabatic approxima-
tion and the first-order drift shell perturbation method would be expected to break
down, anyhow (both spatial and temporal variations are large relative to a zeroth
order dipole field). For the example studied here, we note that at large L, the
ions and electrons behave differently with respect to the adiabatic predictions (the
ion population increases, while the electron population decreases), thus indicating
real sources and sinks as the origin of disagreement, rather than simplicity in the
magnetic field model. An additional limitation in the present study is in the en-
ergy range and resolution of the available data. Since the adiabatic theory predicts
changes in particle energy in response to changes in the magnetic field, specification
of the quiet distribution functions over extended energies and radial positions is re-
quired to estimate the adiabatic change in the distributions observed in a particular
energy channel. The particular energy channels depicted in this study were chosen
because the data coverage in their immediate energy neighborhoods was the best
on the SCATHA satellite. The results are not expected to be different for higher
energies, for any reasonable energy distribution (exponential falloff with increasing
energies), since the magnetic decompression would produce a deceleration of adi-
abatically responding particles, so that those observed in a given energy channel
during the decompression were in a higher energy channel before.

Thus we conclude that adiabatic reponses of trapped particle distributions can
be large (order of magnitude), and that such responses can be mechanisms for
production of butterfly pitch angle distributions. It therefore appears that pitch
angle distributions of selected classes of geomagnetically trapped particles could
serve as indicators of magnetic disturbances, and could therefore serve as valuable
aids in analysis of trapped particle data, such as that expected from the forthcoming
CRRES mission; the pitch angle distribution of a selected particle could be used to
estimate a magnetic parameter using the reverse of the procedure followed here.
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APPENDIX

We discuss what happens to a group of electrons in a dipole field initially distributed
uniformly in a circular ring of inner radius 6.5RE and outer radius 7RE. After
the field is slowly (such that the adiabatic approximations apply) distorted into a
Mead field, compressed at the dayside and tail-like on the nightside, we will see
strong pitch angle dependence in the way a typical magnetic perturbation affects
the particle trajectories and energies. Particles closest to 900 equatorial pitch angle
suffer the greatest changes in drift orbit and energy.

The initial distribution function, F, for the electrons in the dipole field is given by:

F = F0 sina for 6.5:< L < 7RE;

F

- = 0 for L < 6.5RE and L > 7RE. (Al)

Here a is the pitch angle. Fo is nominally taken as lkm - 3 keV - 3 in the energy
interval 300-400 keV, and zero for other energies.

For later comparison we list in Table Al thp values of selected parameters for the
initial distribution. They are, of course, constant in azimuth and L between 6.5 and
7 RE. The average energy is the ratio of the energy density (second moment of the
distribution function) to the number density (zeroth moment). Using the values of
the distribution functions at pitch angles of 450 and 900, the anisotropy index is
defined as:

F(a = 450)
A = 1 F(a = 900) (A2)

Distributions peaked strongly at 900 will have anisotropy close to 1; distributions
strongly peaked at 450 (butterfly) will have negative anisotropy.

The distorted or perturbed field is a Mead field with the following parameters:

= -B 1 = 10nT;

A B2 = 2nT;

= 0.
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Between 6.5 and 7 RE the dipole field falls from 113 to 90 nT in the equatorial
plane. In the same radial interval the Mead field we are using has values at noon
of 1-14-124 71T, a compression of 27-38 percent. At midnight the values are between
102 and 76 n"I', a weakening of the field by 10-15 percent.

When the initial distribution is adiabatically rearranged by the new field, the pa-
rameters in Table Al have the two-dimensional structures seen in Figures Al and
A2. In these calculations the energy integration is done analytically, and the pitch
angle integration is done by summing over 100 bins. Figure Al shows equatorial
slaps of the the omnidirectional (top panel), 90' pitch angle (middle panel), and
-0' pitch angle (bottom panel) energy densities and average energies in the left-
hand colunms and right-hand columns, respectively. The omnidirectional displays
in the top panel illustrate the large radial spread at local noon, relative to the
initial configuration, and the deceleration of the electrons (recall that the average
energy in the dipole field was 350 keV). The 90' pitch angle electrons suffer the
imost distortion in their drift orbits, and the most energy loss, as seen by comparing
the bottom Iwo panels of the figure. The drift orbit distortion produces the radial
spread at local noon seen in the top panel. The local time asymmetry in the energy
(lel.sit y of the 410" electrons, shown in the bottom panel, illustrates the local time

pleIndi Vte (of tiho pitch angle shift caused by the perturbation. The particles seen
at 1,ca ito( u at 1W' pitch angle in the perturbed field had lower pitch angles in
the dipole field tIian those particles seen at local midnight at 400 pitch angle in the
perturbed field. Figure A2, which maps the pitch angle anisotro)y (-1 for extreme
biitterflv (list ribution, +1I for extreme normal distribution), illustrates the almost
culniplote separation of 90' and 400 particles at noon and midnight. At noon the
higher pitch angle electrons are confined to the outer radii, and the lower pitch
a ugle electrous are confined to the inner radii, while the reverse is true at midnight.

Table Al. Parametric Values for Initial Electron Distribution

1)1i II 111011

Energy l)ensity (Omnidirectional) 2.1 x lO& keI7/kn 3

Average Energy (Omnidirectional) 350kcV

En ergy l)ezsity (Unidirectional at 90') 2.1 x 10'OkcV/Lk' 3 /sr

Averare l)vnsity (Unidirectional at 900) 350kcV

lmi('rg\y I)unsity (Unidirectional at 100) ].3 x 1010 kcV/kma/sr

rvrage l)cusi(ty (Unidirectional at 40') 350kcV

A' dt~ r, ipy 0.293
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Figure Al. Equatorial naps of energy density (left-hand cohuivi) ad average ener*- (right- h' il cohuia)
in a Mead field with B, = -1OnT, B2 = 3.4nT, ad 0 = 0, deducMi by uliz])allc v%-uiation for ldctr uts

initially in a dipole field and initiadly distributed unifornly betwvn 300 uid ,100 k,-\ Vwi ki,.uwvi 6.5 wuid

7.ORE, with a sina, equatorial pitch anglc distribution. lie oninidirectioid xipsn are shoi-n ini the top

panel; the maps for the 90 pitd angle electrons in the iiiddle p1uiel; wid le iips t*r the 100 pitch wu;gle

electrons in the bottom panel.
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